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What is Tamkeen Initiative?

It is a women’s youth initiative that supports and empowers Palestinian 
women in all the scientific, social, legal and practical fields by providing 

support and development to enhance their   professional and social lives 
through the social network developed by the Initiative to connect different

women's competencies and opportunities. The initiative is led by a team of young 
women who always believe in the existence of alternatives through which they can 
achieve the renaissance of their society and preserve the sustainable
development by enhancing the role of human beings. They also believe that
society is the perfect place to solve the problems it suffers. In this sense, they 
believe in empowering women because they are part of society. 
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Problems need solutions

Addressing the 
main reasons for 
the migration of 

young minds 
from their native 

countries,
especially 
women

Keep personal and 
professional

knowledge and 
development
accessible to 

women in areas 
affected by

conflicts, wars 

Support and
empower women 

in various
scientific and 
professional 

fields,
particularly in the 

technology and 
entrepreneurship 

sectors

Create a balance 
between women 

duties in their 
families and 

society's need 
for high-level 

women's compe-
tencies in vari-

ous fields of life.



3 Proposed solutions and the role of the Tamkeen Initiative

Target audience of the initiativeTarget audience of the initiative

          will link the needs of the modern labor market with the networks 
of scientific knowledge and service providers and the women who can 

best benefit from them wherever they are, while staying in their own
country to expand their horizons and experiences among their families and 

within their community without having to migrate or travel permanently. It will 
also distribute jobs and localize global opportunities by raising the level of

women's competencies and engaging them more in the digital labor market.

Young women and university students, and experts aged between 20 and 45 years 
who need to feed their experience through the knowledge and take advantage of 
opportunities and global experiences to develop their performance in various 
areas of knowledge, practical, economic and entrepreneurial. 



The Initiative services to the women's audience

Providing logistical support to attend 50 
annual events that promote young
Palestinian women from international 
conferences, courses and festivals.

Linking ideas and proposals of 6 
projects for young Palestinian 
women with businessmen and 
companies annually. 

Printing and publishing 6 of the 
scientific and creative works of 
Palestinian young women
annually.

Providing 12 research 
scholarships annually to 
support researchers in 
various fields.

Providing 14 scholarships and 
fellowships annually and linking 
young women with distinguished 
universities.

Helping 12 young women 
in finding jobs remotely 
(free lancer)

Developing 6 young women 
leaders annually by linking them 
with international institutions.

Supporting and appreciating the
distinguished women in various fields 
through the Golden Women Award

Conducting 4 specialized courses and
workshops annually on the most prominent 
women's issues in Palestine and the world.

Advertising of conferences and scholarships 
and specialized courses with 500 ads per 
year



5 What can we offer to our local and international partners?

321

To carry out 
theoretical and 

field research on 
the main issues 
that concern our 

partners.

Reach an audience of women's youth elite in Palestine in person and on the
various social networking sites of our initiative.

Provide them with 
distinct female 

competencies in 
different fields.

A partnerwith a database that
includes the elite of young Palestinian 

women who are seeking to develop them-
selves in more than 20 fields include

Thought and politics
Science and Technology

Arts 
Entrepreneurship

Community service
Academic and scientific research
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Scholarship
Sections

Research GrantsProgramsPrograms

One of the services through which     provides opportunities for young female 
researchers to help them carry out their scientific research and articles is through a 
symbolic reward offered by the Initiative to researchers with 12 research grants per 
year.

Conditional grant on research subjects
selected by Tamkeen

Unqualified public grant on specific
subjects

$700
for doctoral and

post-doctoral

students

$500
 for master

students

$300
for undergraduate 

students

Research grants are announced from the 1st to the 7th of each month 
throughout the year and the winner is notified on the 10th of each 
month.
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Another type of opportunity offered by      is more specialized than 
research grants. The initiative provides 14 full scholarships for the

completion of postgraduate studies (masters, doctorate and post-doctor-
ate) and fellowships in prestigious research and scientific institutions 

through the nomination of the most prominent applicants for scholarships to 
the institutions concerned.

Scholarships and fellowshipsProgramsPrograms

Scholarship dates will be announced twice a year, first in March and the second in 
October and is open for registration for a whole month each time.
Interviews are conducted on the 5th of April and November, and final results are 
announced five days after the interview. 
The contract is renewed between the initiative and the student annually based on 
the progress of the student every two semesters.

The registration fees for 6 semesters in the case of a master degree and
10 semesters in the case of a doctorate.

A monthly stipend for the duration of the scholarship provided to a student
who is a mother and takes full time to study away from work.
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Distance working ProgramsPrograms

One of           main services is to support and develop the Lancer sector in Palestine in 
the following fields:

TranslationDesigns
Editing and

auditing
Electronic

programming
Digital
mediaPR marketing

This program includes assistance in finding part-time or full-time jobs, in
addition to permanent and temporary jobs. Applicants can choose the most 
appropriate work for them from the options available based on what the 
partner institutions offer and on which we will contract.



9 Linking  projects and initiatives with financiersProgramsPrograms

It is one of the most important programs supported by          because it 
is concerned with the economic, technological and scientific support and 

empowerment of women. The initiative will link six distinct projects
selected from among the advanced projects in regional and international 

institutions for incubation, development and support at all levels.

in addition to the qualitative addition that the project will achieve on the personal 
and community level in no more than 5 minutes. The abstract of the project shall 
be attached in writing not exceeding 5 pages with the required data.

The filmmakers will send a video about the idea of   the project explaining
 the importance of the idea
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Printing academic and creative worksProgramsPrograms

It is one of the means by which we can help creative researchers and writers to
deliver their works to the widest segment of the public, so that their literary and
scientific works will not be wasted. Ways to help publishing the author:

The author is subject to the approval of a scientific committee to be held by 
the Tamkeen team of specialists concerned with the subject of the work 
except the master's and doctoral dissertations which will not be
subject to this committee.

Nominating the author for one of the publishing houses with which the initiative 
signed partnership agreements which will in turn print and publish the work.

Direct contribution in printing by giving the researcher or author a financial
support to print the work in one of the local publishing houses.



11 Specialized courses and workshopsProgramsPrograms

Access to the best e-librariesProgramsPrograms

     , in collaboration with local and international institutions and 
research centers, provides two specialized courses annually, as well as 

two workshops to raise awareness of women's work on the local and inter-
national levels. These courses and workshops target 20-25 young women at 

a time, bringing the number of beneficiaries of these specialized courses and 
workshops to about 100 women leaders of Palestinian women's work. 

To achieve one of        main objectives, which is to link the networks of scientific 
knowledge production with the skills and expertise that require this knowledge, we 
have facilitated access to the largest e-libraries to serve researchers and scientists 
to access the latest scientific works easily. Through cooperation with major
electronic libraries through the annual subscription, this allows our researchers 
access to the latest papers and scientific books in their fields.
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Golden Women AwardProgramsPrograms

The Golden Woman Award is a practical translation to highlight the value of women in various 
areas of life, including motherhood and family care. It is a kind of appreciation of women in all 
walks of life

The award includes: 

The following categories are nominated for the Award

Golden FighterGolden ScientistGolden  WriterThe Golden Mother

Golden ResearcherGolden IntellectualGolden TeacherGolden Journalist

Golden DoctorGolden Student
 Activist

Golden
JurisprudentGolden Politician

Golden ArtistGolden StudentGolden Human
Rights Activist

Golden Social
Activist

In-Kind
Awards

Supporting
projects

Entertainment
field trips 

Memorial
Shields

Financial
Awards



You can also email us atYou can also email us at

To contact us please visit our website 

or one of our platforms on the following social networks

tamkeen.online

onlinetamkeen

info@tamkeen.online


